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Currently there are already comprehensive papers which document and
analyze the heritage of S. A. Yanovskaya, and her contribution to history
and philosophy of mathematics as well as to the formation and defense of
mathematical logic in the USSR (see [Anellis 1987]). Yet the centenary of
her birth is an appropriate opportunity to raise recollections which may add
some traits to the image of this eminent scholar and superb human being.

Below I am going to publish and comment on (the translation of) some
documents, among them letters addressed to me by S.A. From a personal
perspective these documents, dated 1951, tell the story of how I was accused
of "bourgeois idealism", and how, due to the guidance and support of my
mentors and especially of S.A., I managed to overcome the danger of these
accusations in an era of persecution of idealists", "cosmopolites", and
others. But beyond my personal affairs the documents apparently present
some additional evidence on the general atmosphere surrounding mathe-
matical logic at that time and to the struggle of S.A. for its legitimacy and
consolidation.

§1. The Seminar.

My first acquaintance with S.A. occurred in 1947 at the seminar she ran
together with P. S. Novikov. Having graduated from the Chernovtsy
University, I had just started my Ph.D. studies at the Kiev Mathematical
Institute of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. The director of the

1 Received March 12, 1997.
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institute, M. A. Lavrentiev, approved my petition to specialize in
mathematical logic under P. S. Novikov, who held a permanent position at
the Moscow Mathematical Institute of the USSR Academy. It was also
agreed to grant me long-term scientific visits to Moscow where I would stay
with my advisor. At that time departments of mathematical logic did not yet
exist in the USSR and the Yanovskaya-Novikov research seminar
"Mathematical Logic and Philosophical Problems of Mathematics" was the
main medium in which research and concomitant activities in the area were
conducted.

In particular the seminar was the forum where mathematical logicians
from the first post-war generation (mostly students of P. S. Novikov, S. A.
Yanovskaya, A. N. Kolmogorov) joined the community, reported on their
ongoing research, and gained the primary approval of their theses; and that
is also what happened to me. During the years of my Ph.D. studies (1947-
50) I actively (though not regularly) participated in the seminar meetings.
The results which made up my thesis The decidability problem for finite
classes and finiteness definitions in set theory were also discussed there.
S.A. offered the official support of the Department in the forthcoming
defense at the Kiev Institute of Mathematics; the other referees were A. N.
Kolmogorov, A. A. Lyapunov and B. V. Gnedenko.

The atmosphere dominating the meetings of the seminar was
democratic and informal. Everybody, including the students, felt and behaved
at ease without strong regulations and formal respect for rank. For me — a
graduate of a provincial university, this seemed quite unusual; I was happy
to acquire these habits and later to promote them at my own seminars.

Starting with those years I always benefited from S.A.'s kind attention,
I could even say—from her motherly care (after all, she was about the age
of my parents). Conversations with S.A. equally covered the general
situation in the mathematical and philosophical community, concrete
research topics, and even common technicalities. "Be careful about writing
adjacent formulas; they can be misinterpreted as one long formula. Hence
separate them by an appropriate text" was an everyday wisdom I learned
from S.A. Since then I always passed this "Yanovskaya principle" along to
my students when requiring readability of their writings.

Actually this seminar was the successor of the first seminar in the
USSR for mathematical logic, which was founded by I. I. Zhegalkin (1869
- 1947). After Zhegalkin's death it became affiliated with the Department of
History of Mathematical Sciences of the Moscow University, whose
founder and head was Yanovskaya. Its exceptional role in the development
of mathematical logic in the USSR is a topic of its own and I will touch on
it only very briefly.

The seminar usually engaged in a very broad spectrum of subjects from
mathematical logic and its applications, as well as from foundations and
philosophy of mathematics. We learn for instance from S.A.'s letter, dated
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December 4 1951, that at that time the following topics were on the
agenda:

(i) Discussions ön the articles "Intuitionism" and "Conventionalism",
submitted to the Soviet Encyclopedia;

(ii) New results in the theory of relay-switching circuits;

(iii) A critical survey (to be delivered by S.A. herself) of Lorenzen's
paper "The Consistency of Classical Analysis".

Figure 1
"The Seminar", 1951

(Front row, beginning second from left to right:
V. I. Shestakov, P. S. Novikov, S. A. Yanovskaya, D. A. Bochvar;

Back row, beginning fourth from left to right:
A. V. Kuznetsov, A. S. Esenin-Vol'pin, S. I. Adyan, V. A. Uspenskii)

Those early years were a period of fierce straggle for the legitimacy and
survival of mathematical logic in the USSR and S.A. was at the very
epicenter of the battle. Therefore the broad scope of the agendas was
beneficial not only for the scientific contacts between representatives of
different trends. In the face of ideological attacks it helped S.A. to con-
solidate an effective defense line, and to prevent the isolation and discredit of
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mathematical logic. For us, the junior participants of 'The Seminar', it was
also a time when we watched the tactics our mentors — and especially
S.A., adopted to face or to prevent ideological attacks. Their polemics were
not free of abundant quotations from official sources, controlled self-
criticism and violent attacks on real and imaginary rivals.

It was disturbing then (and even more painful now) to read S.A.'s
notorious prefaces to the 1947-1948 translations of Hilbert and
Ackermann's Principles of Mathematical Logic and Tarski's Introduction
to Logic and the Methodology of Deductive Sciences in which Russell was
blamed as a warmonger and Tarski as a militant bourgeois. Alas, such were
the rules of the game and S.A. was not alone in that game. I remember the
hostile criticism of Tarski's book by A. N. Kolmogorov (apparently at a
meeting of the Moscow Mathematical Society): 'Translating Tarski was a
mistake, but translating Hilbert was the correct decision" he concluded. This
was an attempt to grant some satisfaction to the attacking philosophers in
order to at least save the translation of Hilbert-Ackermann's book. I should
also mention that S.A. was vulnerable — she was Jewish — a fact of
which I was unaware for a long time. I learned about it in the summer of
1949 during Novikov's visit to Kiev. He told me then with indignation
about official pressure on him "to dissociate from S.A. and other
cosmopolitans".

However difficult the situation was, we—the students of that time —
were not directly involved in the battle which we considered to be only a
confrontation of titans. As it turned out later this impression was wrong.

In 1950 (December 5, a date easy to memorize, it being the anniversary
of the Stalin Constitution), after the defense of my thesis, I moved to
Penza, about 700 km. SE of Moscow, for a position at the Belinski Peda-
gogical Institute. As visits to Moscow had become difficult it seemed that
the fonner intensive contacts would be seriously affected. But very soon a
threatening situation arose which urgently required even more intense
contacts, especially with S.A.

In retrospect I am aware that only thanks to these contacts did I manage
to survive then; otherwise, most likely I would not be writing these
recollections now.

§2. The Penza Affair.

This affair started with my denunciation as "an idealist of Carnapian
variety" in the course of a talk on mathematical logic I delivered for my
fellow mathematicians. My opponents extracted this "precise diagnosis"
from current philosophical publications (ironically — it may well be from
one of S.A.'s papers). In that era of Stalin paranoia such accusations were
extremely dangerous, much more than just destroying careers. In order to de-
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fend myself, I engaged in more lectures and discussions at the mathematical
department in the hope of clarifying my point and dissipating potential
misunderstandings. But in vain! Once started, the disputes boiled the whole
of 1951 with the threatening prospect of further aggravation and even of
extension beyond the meetings of the mathematical department. The reason
was that after Stalin's relatively recent "A Letter on Marxism and
Linguistics" there was a general call to study and to apply Stalin's great
teaching, to engage in criticism and self-criticism and to accordingly reorient
the ideological work. For this purpose special conferences were also
scheduled in all academic institutions. The ongoing preparations for the
conference at the Penza Pedagogical Institute did not bode well, and I
expected new attacks and denunciations from a more influential forum. In
view of that I appealed to my mentors in Moscow; I sent them copies of
material concerning discussions in my department, asking their expertise
and advice for the forthcoming struggle. At various stages of the further
developments, P. S. Novikov and A. A. Lyapunov (Steklov Mathematical
Institute) and to some degree A. N. Kolmogorov and A. G. Kurosh
(Moscow Mathematical Society) were all involved in my defense. But S.A.
took on the main burden through direct correspondence with me, and by
putting my case on the agenda of the seminar. Below in this section some
minor quotations from (the abstracts of) my lectures and from the
departmental discussions are presented. The complete texts of the letters and
protocols I received from Moscow can be found in the next section. These
messages arrived at the right time and I took full advantage of them at the
forthcoming conference sessions and at a special meeting of the Department
of Marxism-Leninism. Together with my accompanying comments, this
material will hopefully suffice in restoring the general picture. But let me
proceed now with some details concerning the very beginning of the story.
The aim of my first talk entitled "The Method of Symbolic Calculi in
Mathematics" was to explain the need and the use of exact definitions for
the intuitive concepts "algorithm" and "deductive system". Most naturally, I
illustrated the subject with the classical "negative" results:

(1) Church's theorem: the first order logic of predicates is undecidable,

and

(2) Godei's incompleteness theorem.

Nowadays, and already for a long time, such talks are a matter of
routine, but over 45 years ago it must have seemed quite unusual. I also
intended on that occasion to mention the two main results of my Ph.D.
thesis which sound similar to the classical theorems above. Namely:
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(1) There is no algorithm which decides for an arbitrary given formula
of the first-order logic of predicates whether this formula has or does
not have a finite interpretation.

(2) In each "elementary axiomatizable" set theory there exist two
definitions of finite set whose equivalence can neither be proved nor
refuted in this theory.

Finally, I speculated on some philosophical aspects of the above
negative results which (quotation follows):

". . . strikingly illustrate the irreconcilability between science and idealism
with respect to the following two fundamental questions:

(a) The theorems on algorithmic undecidability refute Leibniz's
idealistic hypothesis about the existence a general deciding algorithm
for whole mathematics (the universal mathematical machine).

(b) The incompleteness theorems are 'obviously' directed against
Hilbert's ideas to replace material truth with formal provability."

Most of the details of my talks are immaterial to the understanding of
the dispute which arose since the critics focused on a single point: what is
logical formalism and what should it be. Actually I used "symbolic
calculus" instead of "logical formalism" in order to avoid connotations with
the odious term "formalism". My opponents discovered idealism in the
following definition and comments (a quotation from my abstracts follows):

"A symbolic calculus I is defined by:

(a) a finite set of symbols and rules for constructing formulas from
these symbols;

(b) a finite set of basic formulas ("axioms") and rules of formula
transformations.

The least set /* which contains the basic formulas and is closed under
the transformation rules is called the class of regular ("good") formulas of
the calculus /. The essential point about /* is that the generation of the
regular formulas can be mechanized. For this mechanization no particular
interpretation of the symbols or of the formulas is relevant."
The following quotations characterize to some degree the development of the
dispute.
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From the Statement of G.O.2— 26.6.1951.

The lecturer circumvents philosophical problems. He does not criticize
the bourgeois idealists, who parasitize on mathematical logic (Russell,
Tarski and others). The lecturer persistently holds a neutral position in the
dispute between materialism and idealism in mathematical logic,
deliberately avoiding the subjects broached in his lectures.

The very term "good formula" is not appropriate: a formula which is
good for the capitalist is bad for us. I asked you several times and you
always replied that you chose basic formulas and arbitrary transformations,
that you did not apply any restrictions. What drives you to cling to this
freedom? Holding on to it you reveal yourself as an idealist.

Read Voprosy Filosofii for a ocean of open options. You as well as
other idealists adopted this ocean of open options . . . .

Yours is an idealistic muddle but pride prevents you from admitting it,
even though Yanovskaya was able to do so.

From B. Trakhtenbrot's Response to G.O.

G.O.'s claim that I avoid philosophical problems is not fair. On the
contrary, through scientifically established facts, I prove that some of
Leibniz's and Hubert's views are not well-grounded. It is unclear why I had
to criticize Tarski and Russell just in these delivered lectures. The criticism
of Tarski and Russell, as well as other methodological issues, are of great
interest. Howeverthe selected theorems don't provide a sufficient basis for
such critics, whereas these theorems directly undermine the views mentioned
of Leibniz and Hubert.

G.O. concludes with the categorical claim that I am an idealist. In my
opinion, G.O.'s speech reveals great confusion concerning the essence of
mathematical definitions (clearly this is not an idealistic jumble, but simply
— a jumble) and a certain vulgarization in methodological issues. As for
the obtrusive defamation by G.O. of his opponents as idealists, it seems
similar to what comrade Stalin writes:

"N. Ya. Mahr and his followers incriminate all linguists who do not share
Mahr's new theory with formalism. That is neither serious nor wise . . . . I
think that 'formalism' was invented by the authors of the New Theory to
facilitate their struggle with their rivals."

2 Here and elsewhere in the quotations full names are omitted for ethical
reasons.
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Project of Resolution of the Mathematical Department.

After hearing and discussing comrade Trakhtenbrot's talks (three) on
symbolic calculi the department notes the following:

In his talks comrade Trakhtenbrot did not sufficiently explain the real
needs which stimulated the emergence of the method of symbolic calculi in
mathematics and of its applications.

As for fundamental premises, the lecturer allows absolute freedom in
the choice of basic formulas (axioms) and of rules to infer new formulas
from them. In that way he adopts the position of Carnap-like idealists.
Hence it is not by chance that he did not criticize the idealistic views of the
bourgeois experts in the area of mathematical logic (Russell, Carnap,
Hubert, Tarski and others).

In this connection the department finds it necessary for Trakhtenbrot
B.A. to give a talk on the essence, tasks and methods of mathematical logic
with the critics of idealistic distortions in this area.

On behalf of the department head: G.O. and N.S.

B. Trakhtenbrot's Own Opinion.

1. A number of colleagues discerned idealistic confusion in the definition I
gave for Symbolic Calculus. That is reflected in the resolution of the
department: "In the fundamental premises the lecturer allows absolute
freedom . . . . In this way he adopts idealistic positions."

I called attention to the erroneousness of the colleagues' opinion and
therefore to the unjustifiability of the corresponding point in the resolution.

There is a full analogy here with grammatical concepts, for instance,
with the concept "sentence". A sentence is a set of words which expresses a
completed "thought". In this definition nothing is assumed about the
concrete essence of the thoughts expressed as sentences. From a
grammatical point of view both of the following sets of words are sentences
and moreover they have the same grammatical structure:

"The student Ivanov resides in the dormitory".
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"The archangel Michael resides in paradise".3

It is possible to formulate grammatically correct both precious, deep
thoughts as well as most absurd claims. Similarly one can formulate and
automate as calculi both precious mathematical theories as well as the most
absurd "theory of an idealistic obscurantist". But this does not imply that
the grammatical rules formulated for arbitrary sentences with arbitrary
subjects and predicates or the theorems about arbitrary symbolic calculi with
arbitrary basic formulas and allowed transformations, lose their significance
and become idealistic.

The fact that I use terms like "basic formulas" and "rules of allowed
transformations" is no reason for the colleagues to confuse these concepts
with "initial scientific premises", "rales of logical inference". This con-
fusion led the colleagues to incorrect conclusions . . . .

2. The clauses of the resolution which claim that in the talks there is little
elucidation of the real issues which gave rise to the emergence of the
method of symbolic calculi and their applications, and that there are not
enough critics of the bourgeois experts — these clauses do not take into
account the goals of the lecturer. Of course in those talks it was impossible
to give an exhaustive elucidation of all the issues. The lecturer restricted
himself to consideration of those issues closer to his own research topics. It
would be in place to precisely point in the resolution to what issues should
be considered in order to help the lecturer orient himself with concrete
demands. It is absolutely unclear to me why such meticulousness was
avoided.

From the Statement of V.Sh. (Dept. of Marxism-Leninism).

In the definition of the concept "symbolic calculus" the symbols are
considered, without connection to material reality, as absolutely arbitrary
signs and hieroglyphs.

The arbitrary choice of basic formulas and of allowed transformation
rales is understood as an arbitrary choice which does not reflect reality; no
content nor meaning is assigned to the formulas. Hence the formulas may
be understood and interpreted arbitrarily ("G-d is eternal").

3 The prompt criticism of this humorous comparison was "religious
propaganda!"
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§3. Messages from Moscow.

Dear Boris Abramovich,

I now live in a country cottage quite far from Moscow, so your letters
reached me only after a lengthy delay. I enjoyed reading your lecture
especially the second part, but not the other material you sent me. I think
that your lecture after the inclusion of some further detail should be
published in Uspekhi* with a short preface by Piotr Sergeevich5 or by our
seminar. Its whole structure testifies that your point of view contrasts
radically with the idealistic views of the formalists and Carnap. Unlike
Carnap who identifies logic-mathematical calculi with logic, you dis-
tinguish between them so much that you even use the special term "regular"
(instead of "inferred") formula. Further, your proclaimed task is to clarify
what is not reducible in mathematics to pure automatic solution by means
of computers and, in contrast, to determine what advantage may be gained
from these techniques in order to construct computing mechanisms and
devices.

On the other hand, your opponents — even though not ill-intentioned
—rather adopted Carnap's view, as far as they agree with him that logic-
mathematical calculi per se are not simply auxiliary devices for mathe-
matics, but each on its own is a mathematical theory with specific pithy
axioms and concepts and is intended to substitute for mathematics. I would
only like to reproach you for an excessive abstractness of the exposition
which renders your lecture difficult for a broad audience and also for the vain
addition of the word "good" to the term "regular" (formula). My own
experience convinced me more than once that the addition of words which
are already loaded with specific meaning often does not help to clarify but
rather obscures the issue for the audience; hence it is the wrong method.

At the moment, as it happens, I am in town but have to leave within 2
hours, which is why I cannot write a detailed reference now. If you need it,
let me know using my country address.

With hearty regards,

Yours, SY

4.УШ.51

4 An abbreviation of Uspekhi Matematicheskikh nauk. The journal is trans-

lated into English under the title Russian Mathematical Surveys.
5 P. S. Novikov
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Figure 2
Page 1, Yanovskaya to Trakhtenbrot, 4 August 1951
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Page 2, Yanovskaya to Trakhtenbrot, 4 August 1951
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Page 3, Yanovskaya to Trakhtenbrot, 4 August 1951
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4 December 1951

DearBA.,

I feel rather guilty about you. Not because I haven't written to you, but
rather because I don't have what to write about. As a matter of fact I
suggested to P.S.6 to discuss your paper at the seminar meeting, after its
remittance to us for reference from the Steklov Institute. But those in the
Steklov Institute claim that cannot be done, since the Institute is a
sufficiently competent scientific body to have its own opinion. My answer
was that I received a copy of your abstract directly from you and that in my
opinion it is high time that a paper on the topic you consider appear in
Uspekhi, that your abstract testifies your deep knowledge of the material,
that you can expose it in a deep and lucid way, and that you follow the
correct dialectic materialist position which should, however, be exposed in a
more extended format. Both Piotr Sergeevich and Alexei Andreevich7 ex-
pressed their full agreement with this view on your work and we decided that
I would present the content of your paper at the seminar for a broad follow-
up discussion.

Nevertheless, since then several weeks have already passed. Each Satur-
day I bring your abstracts to the seminar, but the current talks — well, you
know that each talk lasts a few Saturdays — consumes all the time of the
meeting and the participants then disperse. Meanwhile, each time, the next
item on the agenda, including your abstracts is postponed for a future
meeting. Uspekhi is still looking for our reference on a paper submitted by
Gokieli, and The Soviet Encyclopedia [is looking] for our references on the
papers "Intuitionism" and "Conventionalism". There is permanent pressure
on me concerning these references and each time I bring this material to the
seminar. But since it is always the second point on the agenda and since the
main talks undergo animated discussion, we never pass to the second item
on the agenda. This past Saturday, influenced by your letter, I intended to
deliberately shorten the first part of the agenda; unfortunately I was sick and
could not attend the seminar.

In connection with your forthcoming lecture at the conference, I
strongly advise you to read the remarkable paper of Yu. Zhdanov in the last
issue of the Bolshevik concerning critics and self-critics in science.

In our seminar we are presently discussing the following talks:

1. B. I. Shcherbakov: "Auto-oscillating relay-switching schemes"

6 See footnote 5.
7 A. A. Lyapunov.
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2. A. V. Kuznetsov: "Bridge connections". (Necessary and sufficient
conditions for relay schemes of a certain class which are specified by
functions of n independent contacts to admit representation via super-
position of functions with fewer arguments; in particular, this is crucial
in deciding whether a given bridge in the scheme is eliminable. Sasha8

proposed a very simple and witty solution.)

3. Finally my talk — a critical discussion of the work of the German
mathematician, Lorenzen, with the high-flown title "The Consistency
of Classical Analysis" whose actual content is some generalization of
Weyl's old work (1918) on the continuum.

At the past meeting of the Moscow Mathematical Society, A. N.
Kolmogorov presented a great survey talk on relay-schemes, based on the
works of Lunts on the matrix representation of schemes.

I am afraid I have already written too much. Next Saturday we will
finally discuss your abstracts.

Heartiest regards and best wishes,

S.Y.

Figure 5
1966, One of the last photos

(Front row, left to right: A. V. Kuznetsov, S. A. Yanovskaya, B. A. Trakhtenbrot)

/ii»r V
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Page 1, Yanovskaya to Trakhtenbrot, 4 December 1951
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Figure 7
Page 2, Yanovskaya to Trakhtenbrot, 4 December 1951
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Extract from the protocols of the Research Seminar "Mathematical-Logic
and Philosophical Problems of Mathematics" attached to the Department of
History of Mathematical Sciences, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State
University. Protocol of the meeting of 22 December, 1951

On the agenda: The report by the head of the department, Prof. S. A.
Yanovskaya on B. A. Trakhtenbrot's letter requesting discussion at the
seminar of the views stated in the enclosed text of B. A. Trakhtenbrot's own
opinion concerning the resolution approved by the Conference9 of the Penza
Belinski Pedagogical Institute.

At the seminar meeting the following opinions, supported by all the
participants, were expressed.

(a) A symbolic calculus, considered as a device used when solving tasks
or proving theorems, in itself is not yet a scientific theory which claims to
describe some objects of material reality.

Confusing initial formulas of any symbolic calculus with axioms of a
scientific theory, and confusing allowed rules for formula transformations
(rules for pure symbolic and formal inference of some formulas from others)
with rales of a scientific proof, is characteristic of the logical positivists of
the Carnap style and presents an idealistic distortion of mathematics and
logic. By means of computing devices (among them also common Russian
abaci) it is possible to solve different mathematical tasks; yet a computing
machine in itself is nothing but a device used for the implementation of
various mathematical operations, and is by no means a mathematical
theory. The same holds for a symbolic calculus which allows, starting with
some easily visualizable class of strings (the class of all formulas of the
given calculus), to pick out successively elements of a certain subclass,
which is in general more difficult to visualize. The elements of this
subclass may conventionally be called "good" formulas or "regular"
formulas, or something else, for instance "inferable in the given calculus".
However by no means should one confuse the concept "symbolic calculus"
(related currently to the concept of algorithm) with the concept of
mathematical theory. B. A. Trakhtenbrot is absolutely right when he
objects to such a confusion.

(b) A mathematical theory as, in general, every other arbitrary scientific
theory, cannot be built on arbitrary assumptions and on arbitrary rules of
logical inference. However, on the contrary, when deciding which symbolic
calculi (for instance, a symbolic mechanism for a given algebra) can be used
in a given scientific theory and which are not suitable for these purposes,

Actually, by the mathematics department.
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the ability to survey all possible calculi from a general perspective is
necessary. This is especially important in answering the question of whether
there exists a calculus which suffices for the solution of all (in some sense)
tasks of the given theory, or alternatively, whether such a calculus does not
exist (impossibility of a complete calculus); this is because for a proof of
nonexistence (impossibility), and even its very formulation, one needs in
some way to survey, to define, the totality of all possible calculi. So, in
order to settle such a survey and proof by mathematical means, it is
necessary to disengage from the concrete interpretation of the symbols and
formulas of the calculus; that is, similar to how when solving equations
one ignores the concrete meaning of the symbols a, b,c,...; 7, 9, 8, . . .
which occur in the equations, and surveys the set of all possible equations
and their systems (including inconsistent systems), with no commitment to
those tasks to which they may be or eventually will be applied. Hence, B.
A. Trakhtenbrot is right in admitting that in the general theory of symbolic
calculi we should consider and survey arbitrary possible initial formulas and
rules of formula-transformations; that is similar to how we consider
arbitrary sentences in grammar, independent of their concrete subjects and
concrete predicates. We learn this from I. V. Stalin's works of genius on the
problems of linguistics.

(c) At the same time, B.A. Trakhtenbrot is obviously wrong when he
claims that it was not his task to elucidate the real needs, which challenged
the method of symbolic calculi and the field of their application, as well as
the extensive criticism of the idealistic aims of the bourgeois experts. One
cannot report on a more special topic unless:

(i) as a preliminary the importance of the topic is clarified;

(ii) the real needs and tasks which require just the given method, the
corresponding concepts, and the given degree of abstractness are ex-
plained;

(iii) the original methodological aims are clarified, in light of which
one can proclaim the genuine scientific character of the theories pre-
sented in the talk and the legitimacy of the abstractions used in these
theories.

It goes without saying that an extensive critique of all the idealistic
distortions in the field under consideration is always needed.

The seminar resolved that:
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1. Already long ago, problems concerning the essence of symbolic
calculi and of algorithms as well as their theory were in need of elucidation
in our mathematical literature. Since B. A. Trakhtenbrot is a skilled expert
in this theory, the seminar finds it desirable that B. A. Trakhtenbrot write a
survey paper on this topic for Uspekhi Matematicheskikh nauk. Of course,
the paper should contain clarification of the most important results in the
field, the fundamental concepts and methods from the positions of Marxism-
Leninism.

2. A request be made to the management of the Penza V. G. Belinski
Pedagogical Institute to grant B.A. Trakhtenbrot a scientific trip to Moscow
to report on and discuss his work at the seminar.

The heads of the seminar:

Prof. S .A. Yanovskaya (Head of the Department of History of
Mathematical Sciences)

Prof. P. S. Novikov

Secretary of the seminar:
A. V. Kuznetsov

27 ХП 1951

The Academy of Science of the USSR

The V. A. Steklov Mathematical Institute.

Penza, Chkalov Str 56, B. Trakhtenbrot

The Mathematical Institute sends you a referee report on your Abstracts,
composed by experts of our Institute.

Director: Academician I. M. Vinogradov

Scientific Secretary: K. V. Borozdin
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киг-.'<ма««*и лог:ше у. кйяоеоЯсгзк

ssp« sajegce ^erogas uaietsaffreâsg HUSS

Цоозояоя згсезаггя от 22 декабря 1951 issu

з з . яайеззоГг проЗ. С.А.лногс;-»а о зясг-

sse S»i.%ï3r*3Si»îa с зровг*>9 OÖ^ÍSA"» SÄ ежжасе

«aro жсагя oU.fesxTS2fipoia го позоду рггопайгз, so

за гозгТярзгздг Яеязегсиого Задагогкческаго aso1

З.?.аглааоп>го.

На сешлеа« $¡sm эксказанн глезузяао тхгзя,' дод-

aevsassae гогуз ето тчасгазкггзгг

ía)i Сякгоятгеспое зс^еявнве, расг^гтагзаггсе sas

гшгргг, гогоЕьзугшй цря гга?ви гагм гаг зокааа-

теяьотзе теор«, сага те саба esa ве SSSSBTCS взугаэ:

геордаа^арвтегзсгдв?. за ошюаггв аакгг-ягвгзь о<?'ек-

703 вгавркаяьша дейсг2лтвлькоо1:г. Саеггаге акэдяи:

(бгзясасс} §эз>сзг ззбого еашюж-.иесаэго гстаглгная о

Hajjaja ceo?Ka¡ г. spâaot доз?с?гзсс spcoSs.

? j n (отгзго! часю вгголятасгохо

зою газона иг в я з е Sopiti SPJ-ssO с зргзгпг^н

sors яохазгивзасгас^ АЛактг^йое sas яогетвскяг

гзггс^оз тага ün;xaa, есть ¡гг&зеехшггезог пззраш-

s t ¡sísese?!«: л зогжа. С зо^в^кз гчгг.чЕ; xiz-sa (s

ras » s «зеле оааказгеяаз; ?$сскг: счетов) иож;о рс-

сгя, iiaaseesso ргглгеак иггг^тачееггг: ззд«; го ca-

so eêSe счатгая :азжга есть тэзк» aasajar, яееольз?

сгай sas 32.-ол^а25я"5е:-: зяз

Figure 8
Page l, Protocol of the meeting of 22 December, 1951
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:':, J ns .-:а;--чпая ^ass-arìssisOKìÌA'геофак» Tea г.:е

sorto к с с.сэйлачйАЬ-й^/АМЙвябгЗйе:;!, ГООЗЗОЛ.

п;хз:.^ ггаь яз :;оао'?э^:оро sasso sí¡í©ag:£№3?o дтаеса EOI;-

ЙГ.КЛЦЗ": «:::'.аоясз (axsca зсэк .-ГоЗц^я-^зааЯоге

к::я) зклзлк» ^.о^яо-сгагАчаао, йаейожж-'сго

кого -о.^клааоа, в о-5«{оя сяь'ча» ^Toátóe ,S3?J£SO оо'озраао

Эяз»за?н лойаэг::его 5»г?т казнзгйШк,''услоако, "хоро-

ssaa", :*JÎK "psTîTi.-raàis-.ri!11 •"•орхфгегка:»" кяа eus как—aatfj;

чзсяггз-.'.".' Лра sees г-влозе.чп'аеао^'с-гнао оз:^аг» сме—

з жятеяцэе spórás с sosír?se:í -аякуэгтазу с aosmaeit ы

зозра-îsis яротиз гааого ояеяеааай ' . . .

(б) . ££аге-_1ат;гческая теор-гя^кав a Btesmg, гообде науч-

ная т г о р : ^ а« иог.ет ос^олться Ä ^ояэзолЬЕаз: допуце-

npi? pesßr'Uü соггоосг. о тол, эмкою язкяе сл:^о-"т^чос;;зо

!~<?ч о'72во:-Е»яй ашхв£ах.-то£ йяа ззой ая-

у:.и::!ю обогп-зть ваа с оЗдсА точкл жк>2яя всэ зоасЬ

гя. Ocodsffi» йе. эвр s«:2o для

о 5эи, <^-^33'í3;-eT пи ганов, гс

Tolero дсс7агоча> для passata зеек'

емгелв) задач за:=к>:'. тзоряа, яа? гж* .

аотЕСползя ке ау'-оогг^-ет (::езо;г.эвЬг»сть ¡токаого

лс-irrHij, r a s :^ ; Í ДЛЯ "ояаоазояаогаа 2есу.-:а^-.-гоэа

C::oiO2::o::::oûc:t) :: десе для usaäoU ггой-гап

Figure 9
Page 2, Protocol of the meeting of 22 December, 1951
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. Л для ТОГО) чтобы такое обозрение ;: доказательство мс

2» была провести иаяецатгческяии «етоданн, неочЗходшж

«дядя отглечвся о? всякого вооояе контаст-юго-исто лиг

ваякя (янтерпре-гацгн) знаков в форяуя асчкслеЕкя, по-

добно тому, как, иапр^иер, при решения: уразЕеанй аы

оталекаенся от того, « T ¿ ¡menso обозначает зкоодяцие

s них буквы *> 4, ел-.- ¿ ^ У / * j — ) ili обозреваен

' SOB .веобзвд оозожупзюсть SOSSSOOÎHKX уравпезкй и иг cue-

теа (в ÏOÎT числе и кесо-вкестназО Kesasücuüo о? ses з;

дзя» к который сак затеи буяз? rjlí: аогут быть -прилаг-!

аи. B.i.TpacrteE<ÎpoT npasU noaïouy, счигаиц что а оба-

сеиволкческих исчисаекай .us до лены рассиатаи-

и обозревать лзобЕе возмззагне исюдные' фориулн к

правила преобразований форазл,. подобно тону, как.иы

раесмаяриваеи s грагшатихе лиоые предлогения, яе зави-

симо os их кошгаетаого яодлекащего.и хошфетного ска-

зуеиого» Этапу y«ai aac генааиьные • труды SUBÌ? Стали:

по зопросаи язншзяаагш!'

(з)» S то то яе греия BiiiS^asrsHffpoT явао неправ,

когда он говорит, что в его задачу не йходалн оезеще-

5К9 реальтсс потрэб:ш-зтен, вызвавжах воз37.;шовеИЕ5в M

•года, синзолэтееккг: гсчислеп^а, к области их прш:екея-

ний, а тахсге развернутая критика таеалпегвчеехкх уст

ногок бур^уазгах сг.ец.-илнетов. Нельзя делать ^*гк*м

доклад ка более спацкалькуш теау, если з^гязпке. этой

тешп. предзармтельно не гыясяеио^Зге раз'яекззш те р

алыже потребности и з^щача, которые гребуат auesao

даньюго iiSTOfiaíz ооотзетстауэщис поаятаЙ^а ÍCÍÖESO да

soi: степени абстрагяроаанвя; если не вижжзга :-;с:тад- ;

пне негодоягогяческие ус?анозкя, г свете готорж: толь.'

Figure 10
Page 3, Protocol of the meeting of 22 December, 1951
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з i3x\-Eö iraosemosuTb sa излтаяаза :сгзгчзоогь тег

которые s докладе извамягов,- йрааоззость тех

'ввек цлЯ, котэрао з эт:я: теоряях уцотреоляюсся. Само

гисис: :-ыешжссоя з дсшыоа области тщеаллстг-

Дааязаа

рэтшг :: ;s теоогп да^ао' гущаэтол з осзвцепнг г

гал-чотоя кзалсфщпрозаз-зы споцлаластои з этой

сьа:шар цшшш счятагт восьиа senarssbsmt, vsoSu

TparröaöpoT гзспозл длг "Успехов зазезатагееских

овэг>5вз?а отапс îià эту seajfi Oiarta-xOiBssa

коаечио, осгекевие вакавйшжг роауяьтагов в этоЗ облаг .

тп, ее основзю: погятяа я ивтодов e позиций царкцаяие

-лазшсиэия.

2? ¡^юсгть дкрехцяа Цввзеосиого пёдатогэтвсиого янст:

тута пи. В.Г.Зел5шс:азго дать В» A» Zpssrea6poT7 BS?V*

кгз) етлазицрозку s Uoexsy дяя довлада а оос^сясиая is.

зшгозз~1Г«оа B.i.

Figure 11
Page 4, Protocol of the meeting of 22 December, 1951
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R e s o l u t i o n .

On the abstract of the talk by B. A. Trakhtenbrot on fundamental
problems of mathematical logic, given at the Mathematical Department of
the Penza Pedinstitut.

The abstracts of comrade Trakhtenbrot's talks present a correct, to-the-
point, and interesting exposition of fundamentals in contemporary mathe-
matical logic and theory of algorithms as well as comrade Trakhtenbrot's
own results in these fields. Unfortunately there is too little literature on
these topics, and besides that, the basic ideas of these trends and the basic
results obtained with these methods are insufficiently known. It is therefore
very desirable to publish comrade Trakhtenbrot's lectures in Uspekhi
Matematicheskikh nauk.

At the same time it is advisable to somewhat extend the introductory
part of the lecture, giving enough consideration to the critics of the
philosophical views which circulate among some of the foreign scientists
— idealists who misinterpret the fundamentals of mathematical logic. In
this context one should also emphasize that no symbolic calculus is able to
replace human thinking. We should also mention the progressive role of
scientists of our country.

It is impossible to give a conclusion concerning the discussions which
arose, because they were too sketchy.

27.ХП-1951

Dear Boris Abramovich,

Forgive me for fulfilling your request so late — continual ill-health.
I recently met P. K. Rashevski and told him about your "affairs". Efe

claims that I. E.10 makes a more and more strange impression. I think that
there is a connection between the above and his behaviour in Penza.

I have not yet seen Kolmogorov but Alexandrov, to whom I spoke,
promised me to inform him.

If you will be asked to present explanations related to I. E.'s decla-
rations, insist on the expertise of the Mech-math (faculty) of the Moscow

10 Cull «л*«л nmiffnJ -Рл*- Afkinni •>&AflA«i->
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University. Make sure that you name the faculty, to avoid sending it to the
philosophers.

How is your health? Hearty regards,

A. Lyapunov

20.ХП. 54

§4. Epilogue.

The Penza affair culminated with the conference "Marxism and
Linguistics" after which the main danger had dissipated. Nevertheless, minor
upheavals still occurred (see A. A. Lyapunov's letter dated December 1954).
Actually the conference did not raise specific new ideas; as expected it
followed the ordinary ritual of attacking "idealists" and of "Against idealism
in axiomatic foundations of mathematics" had to be based on "Stalin's
statements on abstract thinking in grammar and geometry". Its list of
"idealists" was most impressive: Kant, Cantor, Hilbert, Poincaré, . . . (and
who not!) At the same time (and relying again on Stalin's instructions) I
fiercely "unmasked" vulgarizers of Marxism in general and my opponents
— especially. In the second lecture — "Against Vulgarization in
Methodology of Sciences", delivered at the Department of Marxism-
Leninism, I based my offensive on Yu. Zhdanov's article, as suggested by
S.A. Getter of December 1951). Later one of my opponents confessed that
he wavered in view of my militant and offensive behaviour which he
attributed to my hidden support by some powerful OFFICIAL body! Well,
it seemed that I had mastered a new genre which might even have appeared
amusing had the situation not been so gloomy. My health was undermined
by permanent tension, dread and hard teaching load (often more than 20
hours weekly). It goes without saying that for about two years I was unable
to dedicate time to research. In those circumstances it was the selfless caie
and support of my wife Berta that saved me from collapse. I should also
mention the beneficial and calming effect of the charming central Russian
landscape which surrounded our dwelling. But despite all these troubles I
remember this period first of all for its happy ending. In the summer of
1992, forty years after this story took place, Berta and I again visited those
regions. The visit to Penza was especially nostalgic. Most of the
participants of those events had already passed away. Only the recollections
and of course the beautiful landscape remained.

Let us now return to the Moscow documents. All of them stressed the
lack of lucid exposition of the fundamentals of symbolic calculi and of
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algorithms for a broad mathematical community. As a remedy they insisted
on the preparation of a survey paper on the topic for Uspekhi. It was also
suggested that the survey "should be based on the positions of Marxism-
Leninism and contain criticism of the foreign scientists-idealists". Finally
there was an appeal to me to undertake this work which would also
demonstrate my philosophical ideological loyalty. No doubt, this was a
tempting proposal for a researcher at the beginning of his career, so let me
explain my reaction to it.

(1) First, I did not feel competent to engage in a work which covers
both a mathematical subject and official philosophical demands. These
demands were permanently growing and changing; they could bewilder
people far more experienced than myself. So it seemed reasonable to
postpone the project until more favorable circumstances would allow one
"to separate logic from philosophy of logic and from philosophy of
mathematics, to treat mathematical logic as a science rather than a
methodology of idealist philosophy of mathematics" (quotation from
[Anellis 1987]). Indeed, such a change in attitude took place gradually and
S.A. contributed enormously to it by taking advantage of the critics to
which the adepts of Mahr were subjected by Stalin in bis "Letter on
Marxism and Linguistics."

(2) To what audience should the intended survey (or book) be addressed?
S.A. and the other referees regarded Uspekhi as the appropriate journal.
Well, Uspekhi is a very prestigious journal but it is addressed mainly to
mathematical researchers. At that time I already felt that a popularization of
the subject would be expedient and useful for a much broader public, say for
school teachers of mathematics. Hopefully, through them the flavour of the
new developments in logic and computability might even reach school
students. (The famous series Popular Lectures in Mathematics started by
A. I. Markushevich's Recursion Sequences was an encouraging ex-
perience.)

(3) In my Penza lectures I focused on symbolic calculi and their role in
the formalization of deductive theories which culminated with the incom
ideas; as expecms. A similar story could be told about algorithms and
undecidability results. Despite the close relationship between the two
avenues the second one seemed to be more understandable (and of course
more fundamental). Also the growing and exciting awareness about com-
puters suggested the ultimate decision.

In 1956 the journal Mathematics in School published my tutorial
paper "Algorithms and Automated Problem Solving". Its later revisions and
extensions appeared as books which circulated widely in the USSR and
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abroad. (Throughout the years I was flattered to learn from many people,
including prominent logicians and computer scientists, that this tutorial
monograph was their own first reading on the topic as students and it
greatly impressed them.) An explicit (though very mild) hint to the
circumstances under which it was written, namely, to the Penza Affair,
appeared only in the foreword to the 1974 edition (quotation follows).

"A few words about the origin of this book. The initial stimulus to
publish a popularization of the Theory of Algorithms is rooted in the
difficulties and distress the author experienced with his first attempts at oral
popularization. This happened more than 20 years ago when the author
addressed this topic at meetings with his fellow mathematicians of the
Penza Pedagogical Institute. Concepts and results in the Theory of
Algorithms like formalizauon of computational processes, existence of
algorithmically un-solvable problems, not only seemed unusual but even
frightening. It was, therefor, apparent to the author that a popular paper or
small book which could help the reader to reach theorems about algorithmic
unsolvability in the shortest possible way was urgently needed. As a result
the paper "Algorithms and Automated Solving" was published. Its extended
versions were published twice (1957, 1960) as books with the same title
and were also translated into several foreign languages."

Hence, the troubles were not completely in vain! Indeed, as the saying
goes — every cloud has a silver lining.

Acknowledgment. Professor 6. A. Kushner encouraged me to write these
recollections and contributed with useful remarks and suggestions. I benefited
from Mrs. Diana Yellin's help in polishing the English and formatting the text.
It is my pleasure to express my gratitude to both of them.
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